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doi: 10.1016/j.bpj.2010.10.020Our understanding of biomolecular recognition has evolved
with our knowledge of the growing repertoire of interactions
that underpin life’s processes. Early models that envisioned
a rigid lock-and-key-like fit of interacting molecules with
a single unique structure have given way to dynamic views
of interacting molecules existing as an ensemble of intercon-
verting conformers (1–8). The ability to visualize complex
three-dimensional structures made it apparent that interact-
ing biomolecules do not necessarily have a complementary
shape before binding. This led to the induced fit model of
receptor-ligand interaction (4). Induced fit relies on the
formation of a loose initial complex followed by binding-
induced conformational changes that lead to tighter binding.
This model remains enormously influential despite limita-
tions highlighted by early kinetics studies (1). For example,
in the absence of somepriormolecularmatch to provide suffi-
cient affinity before conformational adaptation, a kinetic
bottleneck would make a thermodynamically sound reaction
nonviable (1). Suchcasesmaybebetter describedbya confor-
mational selection and population shift mechanism, where
the ligand acts to selectively stabilize and promote certain
preexisting receptor conformations (7–10). This alternate
view can account for cooperative changes including allo-
steric effects where binding to one site is coupled to a confor-
mational change at a distant site (3,8,9). However, it is
important to note that these models are not mutually exclu-
sive. Indeed a combination of conformational selection and
induced fit would seem to be the best description of the inter-
action between molecules that do not optimally fit a priori.
Conformational selection and induced fit can be consid-
ered two extremes of possible mechanisms underlyingbiomolecular recognition (11). Clearly, the intrinsic
dynamics of binding partners may strongly affect their inter-
actions. However, it is unclear whether induced dynamics or
such intrinsic dynamics play a dominant role in ligand
binding that often entails highly specific localized interac-
tions. Using advanced methods for probing protein
dynamics, such as multidimensional nuclear magnetic
resonance, a number of recent reports demonstrated the
dominant role of conformational selection in a variety of
proteins (e.g., (8)). From a kinetic standpoint, one can
demonstrate conformational selection by showing that the
rate of formation of the ligand-receptor complex is linearly
proportional to the concentration of a conformational
species fit for binding and nonlinearly proportional to the
total concentration (see Fig. S1 in the Supporting Material).
An equivalent way of demonstrating conformational selec-
tion through molecular simulation is by assessing the equi-
librium distribution of conformations in the absence of
ligand compared to their relative distribution in the presence
of ligand. Employing this latter approach, we demonstrate
that conformational selection is the dominant mechanism
underlying the function of the monomeric Ras and Rho
G-proteins.
Monomeric G-proteins cycle between GTP-bound active
and GDP-bound inactive conformations to regulate diverse
cellular processes from signal transduction to cytoskeletal
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common to all G-protein superfamily members has tradi-
tionally been described by the induced fit model, where
the presence or absence of the g-phosphate of GTP leads
to an instantaneous switch in conformation (12). This
view has been shaped by the extensive use of nucleotide
analogs in crystallographic studies (12,13). Examination of
such structures indicates that differences indicative of
a particular conformational state are largely concentrated
in local regions responsible for effector and modulator
binding, namely, switch 1 (residues 25–40) and switch 2
(residues 57–75) (12–14). The apparent lack of structural
changes in the C-terminal portion of the structure that, in
the context of the biologically active full-length protein,
leads to the membrane interacting C-terminus is intriguing
because membrane binding has been shown to be modulated
by the nature of the bound nucleotide (15). The structural and
thermodynamic basis for the coupling between these distinct
functional surfaces remains undetermined, and cannot be
easily explained by the local induced fit mechanism.
Principal component analysis of available crystal struc-
tures of Ras and Rho, shown in previous work (14,16,17)
to be successful in succinctly describing important confor-
mational phenomena (see Fig. 1 and Movie S1 in the
Supporting Material), support the conclusion that distinct
chemical species in the active site are correlated with
distinct global conformations (Fig. 1). However, there are
notable exceptions to this general trend. For example, the
Rho-GTP bound structure 2GCO most closely resembles
other Rho GDP-bound structures (rather than any other
GTP bound structures). These exceptions to the induced
fit model become more striking when one considers the
related kinesin and myosin protein families. Here crystal
structures with similar global conformations have little
correlation to the nucleotide that is bound in the active
site of the respective structures (Fig. S2).FIGURE 1 Ras (A–C) and Rho (D–F) conformations from crys-
tallography and simulation. Crystallographic GTP conformers
are colored red, GDP green, and nucleotide free conformers
gray. The distribution of MD conformers is depicted with
density-shaded blue points from (A) Ras nucleotide free, (B)
Ras GTP-bound, (C) Ras GDP-bound, (D) Rho nucleotide free,
(E) Rho GTP-bound, and (F) Rho GDP-bound simulations.
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molecular dynamics (aMD, see the Supporting Material)
simulations of nucleotide free Rho and Ras indicating the
conformational subspace accessible to each family. Note
the intrinsic susceptibility of nucleotide free simulations
to sample multiple conformations (Fig. 1, A and D, and
see Table S1 in the Supporting Material). In particular,
these simulations sampled regions populated by the major
GTP and GDP crystal structures highlighting the ability
to interconvert between conformations in the absence of
nucleotide (preexisting equilibrium). In the presence of
GDP or GTP, aMD simulations under the same conditions
resulted in restricted sampling in regions around the corre-
sponding cluster of crystallographic structures (conforma-
tional selection) (Fig. 1, B, C, E, and F). This finding
that nucleotide free simulations of Ras and Rho sample
multiple states whereas nucleotide bound simulations sam-
ple a more restricted range of conformers is consistent
with our previous studies that have demonstrated that swap-
ping GTP for GDP (and vice versa) in simulations led
to transitions between nucleotide states (16). Furthermore,
point mutations in Ras such as G12V and A59G that
populate intermediate regions of the conformational land-
scape are particularly susceptible to transitions (14,18,19).
Together these results indicate that these families operate
predominantly via a nucleotide-induced conformational
shift mechanism rather than a conventional induced fit
mechanism.
The pattern of correlated motions revealed by aMD simu-
lations of Rho and Ras representatives predict coupling of
the nucleotide-binding site with the membrane interacting
C-terminus. These correlated motions link the active site
to the C-terminus via loop 3 (Fig. 2 A). Loop 3 and the
C-terminus of a5 were recently proposed to constitute a third
switch responsible for a nucleotide-dependent membrane
orientation of full-length Ras (20). To further probe this
conserved coupling we carried out unaccelerated MD simu-
lations on a D47A/E49A double mutant of Ras (Fig. 2 B).
These loop 3 mutant simulations display a greater flexibilityFIGURE 2 Wild-type and mutant simulations suggest that loop
3 (L3) is a potential allosteric site. (A) Correlated motions during
wild-type Ras (upper triangle) and Rho (lower triangle) simula-
tions. Correlations with L3-S1-S2 are highlighted with dashed
green ovals. (B) Simulations with L3 D47A/E49A mutants (blue
lines) display increasedflexibility ofSI andL3overwild-type sim-
ulations (black lines). a5 R161A/R164A mutants (orange lines)
are also shown. Dashed lines represent replicate simulations,
two for each system (see the Supporting Material for details).
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further evidence that Loop 3 may represent an important
allosteric site that can be disrupted via mutations, which
in turn affect the flexibility of the nucleotide-binding site
(Fig. 2 B). This is in line with several biophysical and crys-
tallographic studies that provided strong evidence for the
allosteric modulation of Ras function (20,21). For example,
the D47A/E49A mutation was found to enhance MAP
kinase activation by stabilizing active H-Ras in a more
productive membrane orientation (20), whereas binding of
calcium acetate at a remote site resulted in a shift in helix
3/loop 7 and a network of H-bonding interactions that led
to the ordering of switch 2 (21).
Taken together the accumulated computational and exper-
imental evidence on the allosteric regulation of Ras function
is consistent with our conclusion that conformational selec-
tion is the dominant mechanism by which small G-proteins
accomplish their switching function. This finding is also
consistent with the coupled motion of physically separated
regions previously found in Ras and now found to be present
in Rho. That coupledmotions exist in identical regions in Ras
and Rho is not necessarily expected, because residue identi-
ties are not conserved within the Ras superfamily. Further-
more, in this work we confirmed the importance of the
previously highlighted correlated motions in H-Ras by
mutant simulation results that clearly demonstrated the link
between the semiconservedLoop3 amino acids with the fully
conserved amino acids at the canonical switches.
In summary, atomistic molecular simulations indicate
that both Rho and Ras superfamily members harbor an
intrinsic susceptibility to sample multiple conformational
states regardless of the bound nucleotide. Furthermore, the
distribution of conformers in the absence of the nucleotide
ligand suggests conformational selection to be the mecha-
nism by which Rho and Ras undergo nucleotide-dependent
conformational changes. However, a closer inspection of the
sampled conformers suggests a role, albeit secondary, for
induced fit. This involves the ligand’s ability to organize
the side chains once an initial favorable interaction has
been established. Furthermore, these simulations, together
with in silico mutations, provide evidence for a common
preserved dynamic linkage, between the nucleotide-binding
site and the distal C-terminus critical for membrane interac-
tion. The apparent allosteric coupling of these functional
sites is likely to exist in all monomeric G-proteins.SUPPORTING MATERIAL
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